SPRING 2015
New Classes

Last Updated: December 08, 2014

ACCOUNTING 012 – AUDITING (CSU) - 3 UNITS
Evening Class
4409  lec  6:50pm-10:00pm  T  HSU, C  B2 109

ARCHITECTURE 182 - COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND DRAFTING LABORATORY (CSU) - 1 UNIT
1713  lab  2:15pm- 3:20pm  MW  COMBES BRIGHTON, P  E7 117

ARCHITECTURE 282 - COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN FOR ARCHITECTURE II LABORATORY (CSU) - 1 UNIT
1720  lab  2:15pm- 3:20pm  MW  COMBES BRIGHTON, P  E7 117

ART 202 – DRAWING II (UC:CSU) - UNITS
Prerequisite: Art 201.
Advisory: English 28
8115  lec  9:00am-11:05am  F  BRONTE, A  *SGEC 105
&  lab  11:05am- 3:20pm  F  BRONTE, A  *SGEC 105
*South Gate Educational Center
2340 Firestone Blvd., South Gate, CA 90280

COMPUTER SCIENCE-INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 201 - INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS AND THEIR USES (UC:CSU) - 3.00 UNITS
1714  lec  8:00am- 9:25am  TTh  STAFF  E7 315

COMPUTER SCIENCE-INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 208 - BEGINNING VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING (UC:CSU) - 3.00 UNITS
Evening Class
4820  lec  5:50pm- 7:55pm  M  STAFF  E7 317
&  lab  7:55pm-10:00pm  M  STAFF  E7 317

GEOGRAPHY 025 - INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND LABORATORY (CSU) - 4 UNITS
Note: Credit given for only one of Geography 025 or GIS 025.
1716  lec  8:25am- 9:25am  MW  MCLAREN, S R  E7 101
&  lab  9:25am-11:35am  MW  MCLAREN, S R  E7 101

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS 025 - INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND LABORATORY (CSU) - 4 UNITS
Note: Credit given for only one of GIS 025 or Geography 025.
1717  lec  8:25am- 9:25am  MW  MCLAREN, S R  E7 101
&  lab  9:25am-11:35am  MW  MCLAREN, S R  E7 101
KINESIOLOGY 387-1 - BASKETBALL I (UC:CSU) - 1.00 UNITS
2813 lec 1:45pm-2:00pm MW BROWNE, R J E9 103
& lab 2:00pm-3:10pm MW BROWNE, R J E9 103
5400 lec 3:40pm-3:55pm TTh MEIERS, J C C1 132
& lab 3:55pm-5:05pm TTh MEIERS, J C C1 132

LAW 001 - BUSINESS LAW I (UC:CSU) - 3.00 UNITS
1582 3:10 hrs TBA LIPSCOMB, R C ON LINE
For up-to-date information on this and other online courses, please check the website, http://www.online.elac.edu.

MUSIC 241 – MUSIC NOTATION AND COPYING I (CSU) - 1 UNIT
Prerequisite: Music 101.
1718 lec 10:35am-11:40am M DAWSON, R B S2 214

MUSIC 242 – MUSIC NOTATION AND COPYING II (CSU) - 1 UNIT
Prerequisite: Music 241.
1719 lec 10:35am-11:40am M DAWSON, R B S2 214